
Today’s archery marketplace
has many new and innovative
hunting sights, and it seemed

worthwhile to try and test some of
their key attributes through a scientif-
ic approach.

You already know that sights aid
the archer in orienting the bow and allowing for a con-
sistent point of reference.  Most sights have common
features such as fiber optic pins, apertures, sight brack-
ets, as well as elevation and windage brackets.  While
these common features can be extended across most
sights, there are functional differences based on the var-
ious designs that control the amount and method of
adjustment, positioning of components, and clamping
mechanisms.  Products that have streamlined designs,
clean finishes, and easy to use features may be appealing
to many consumers.  Understanding your customer’s
needs and how the sight will be used can help you rec-
ommend a product that won’t disappoint them.

Considerations
When purchasing a new hunting sight, some of the

items of consideration are as follows:
•Adjustability 
•Craftsmanship/Workmanship
•Durability
•Performance Features

These items were deemed important by the evalua-
tors and are the focus of this article.

Adjustability: A sight is typically considered an
“interactive product” that requires input from the user to
operate.  Varying degrees and methods of adjustment are
incorporated into the numerous sight designs available
today.  If an archer has a tendency to continually tweak
his or her equipment, the focus may need to be on “ease
of adjustment” through the use of tool-less or micro
adjustment mechanisms.  A trade-off for this functional-
ity manifests itself in the form of prod-
uct weight and cost due to the addi-
tional hardware components and com-
plexity of the assembly.  Because of
this, others may stick to the more sim-
plistic sight designs that don’t offer the
same adjustment features but still
meets their needs.  The adjustability of
the sight needs to fit the shooter.

Craftsmanship/Workmanship: A
manufacturer’s attention to detail
defines the quality of the product,
which manifests itself in the area of
craftsmanship and workmanship.  This
is one of the main items that can be
assessed straight out of the package.   A

Figure 1: Third axis 
verification procedure.

Figure 3: Shock and
vibration platform.

Figure 4: Motorized
stand for testing
fiber breaking
strength.
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product that can boast good looks
with absence of defects or machin-
ing / finish blemishes, is not only
aesthetically pleasing to the con-
sumer but also shows attention to
detail and quality.  Visual inspections
allow the consumer to become more
familiar with a product, voice any
questions, concerns, or comments
about the product as well as make an
assessment of the overall visual
quality.

Durability: One of the greatest
concerns for most archers is how a
product will “stand-up” to use over
time.  An archer demands the most
out of his or her equipment and
expects that equipment to be reli-
able in any environment.
Manufacturers have not only had to
design products to withstand vary-
ing climactic conditions but also
have to consider the high amount of
energy that is created when a bow is
fired. This energy that is not trans-

ferred to the arrow manifests itself as
shock and vibration and is trans-
ferred into the sight through the
bow’s riser.  For a sight to be depend-

able, it must maintain the desired
settings in all situations.  The sights
numerous components create inter-
dependencies requiring effective
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The Cobra Boomslang sight
requires some assembly.  The
sight is extremely lightweight
and compact.  The sight consists
of angled and standard pins that
travel on tracks that are aligned
on the same vertical plane.

Adjustability: Scored 3.75 points
The typical ranges experienced per this 

evaluation were:
Maximum: 17.00 points   Minimum: 3.00 points 

Craftsmanship/Workmanship:
Scored 14.00 points
The typical ranges experienced were:
Maximum: 20.00 points   Minimum: 5.00 points 
Fiber Durability: Measurement 2.83 lbs  
The typical ranges experienced per this evaluation were:
Maximum: 4.00 lbs   Minimum: .100 lbs
Note:  Fiber depth within aperture measured from the rear of the
sight 0.00”, the aperture has several cutouts.

Fiber Illumination:

Vibration Analysis: This analysis revealed no movement in windage,
elevation or pins.  Little to no additional noise was experienced during
the two minute cycle.  No physical damage occurred.

Cobra Boomslang

Low Illumination  High Illumination

Low Illumination  High Illumination

Midday Conditions Evening/Morning Conditions

Low Illumination  High Illumination

Low Illumination High Illumination

RED FIBER
SCORE: .061

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .083

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .041 

RED FIBER
SCORE: .037

Max: .150
Min: .010

Max: .090
Min: .010

Max: .160
Min: .010

Max: .130
Min: .010

Cobra Boomslang

Weight: 4.37 oz 
Inside Diameter of Aperture: 1.652” 
MSRP: $54.75 (black) (manufacturer) 
Warranty: Lifetime warranty against defects in 
material and workmanship 

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES 
� Lightweight and compact

design 
� simple adjustments 
� vertically inline pins 
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designs; these designs should embody
congruency and integrity.  An assess-
ment of the overall quality and design
prior to making a purchasing decision
can help to alleviate malfunction or
failures in the field. 

Performance Feature: Fiber
optic thread is a key area of perfor-
mance for most hunting sights.
Fiber optics act as a reference that is
geared toward enhancing the
archers’ ability to aim at their target.

There are distinct differences among
many sights that have the potential
to impact light transmission of the
fiber optic thread.  Some of these dif-
ferences can be found in fiber loca-
tion, number and extent of bends
within the fiber, overall length of the
fiber, and surface area of the fiber
exposed to the ambient light.  The
fiber normally comes in green, red
and yellow pigments, and some
archers may have a specific prefer-
ence of pigmentation.  Certain fibers
may be more appealing because of
the sensitivity of the human eye
toward different wavelengths of
light.  Therefore, the best means to
evaluating the illumination of the
fiber optic should be done individu-
ally and in an environment simulat-
ing hunting/shooting conditions. 

If you want your customer to
evaluate sights based on how well
they'll perform for them under low-
light conditions, and you have a
range, you could set the lighting up
to allow you to simulate hunting
conditions. Without a range you
could have drapes set up to tem-
porarily close off a small corner of
the showroom when a customer
wants to compare a couple sights.
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The Copper John Dead Nuts 2
Micro requires some assembly.
The micro gang adjustment for
the elevation makes for simple
adjustments.  The reference aperture ring is
extremely bright and allows for easy focus.

Adjustability: Scored 10.48 points
The typical ranges experienced were:
Maximum: 17.00 points   Minimum: 3.00 points 

Craftsmanship/Workmanship: Unable to evaluate due to assembly.

Fiber Durability: Measurement 2.37 lbs
The typical ranges experienced per this evaluation were:
Maximum: 4.00 lbs   Minimum: .100 lbs
Note:  Fiber depth within aperture measured from the rear of the
sight 0.22”, the aperture has no cutouts.

Fiber Illumination:

Vibration Analysis:
This analysis revealed no movement in windage, elevation or pins.
Little to no additional noise was experienced during the two minute
cycle.  No physical damage occurred.

Copper John 
Dead Nuts 2 Micro

Low Illumination    High Illumination

Low Illumination    High Illumination

Midday Conditions Evening/Morning Conditions

Low Illumination High Illumination

Low Illumination   High Illumination

RED FIBER
SCORE: .104

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .086

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .048

RED FIBER
SCORE: .073

Max: .150
Min: .010

Max: .090
Min: .010

Max: .160
Min: .010

Max: .130
Min: .010

Copper John Dead Nuts 2 Micro

Weight: 6.46 oz 
Inside Diameter of Aperture: 1.726” 
MSRP: $99 (manufacturer) 
Warranty: One full year, 100% lifetime warranty on 
fiber 

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES 
� bright aperture ring 
� micro elevation adjustment 
� micro windage adjustment 
� 2nd axis adjustable 

Figure 2: Pin
Alignment test.
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The Tests
Adjustability: The objective of

the adjustability test is to provide
insight into the amount of adjust-
ment that a given sight has. 

Rationale: The more adjustable
a given hunting sight is, the more
versatile it is and the easier it will be
to fine-tune. This is solely a test of

total adjustability that focuses on the
following items:

•Adjustment with two (2) or less
screws

•Calibrated sight pin/elevation/
windage adjustment

•Reference numbers for pin/ele-
vation/windage adjustment

•Micro pin/elevation/windage
adjustment

•Micro click pin / elevation /
windage adjustment

•Toolless pin/elevation/windage
adjustment

•Distance of pin / elevation /
windage adjustment

•2nd & 3rd axis adjustment (ref-
erence Figure 1 on opening page)

•Sight bar range and number of
adjustments

•Ease of adjustment, consider-
ing number of tools required and
number of screw locations for
clamping features.

Craftsmanship/Workmanship:
The objective of this test is to focus
on the craftsmanship and workman-
ship as it relates to the quality of the
product.  

Rationale: The consumer can
make a qualitative assessment of
product design and assembly.  A
manufacturer's focus on effective
designs that are produced and
assembled with tight tolerances and
attention to detail will provide con-
sistency to the product line.

Circle 135 on Response Card

The HHA DS-5500 requires
some assembly.  The sight has
customized yardage labels pro-
vided for different setups.
The elevation adjustment is
simple to lock down.  

Adjustability: Scored 12.07 points
The typical ranges experienced per this evalu-
ation were:
Maximum: 17.00 points  Minimum: 3.00 points 

Craftsmanship/Workmanship: 14.00 points
The typical ranges experienced per this evalu-
ation were:
Maximum: 20.00 points  Minimum: 5.00 points 

Fiber Durability: Unable to test due to inadequate sample quantities.
Note:  Fiber depth within aperture measured from the rear of the
sight 0.98”, the aperture has no cutouts.

Fiber Illumination:

Vibration Analysis:
This analysis revealed no movement in windage or elevation.  Note that
the height adjustment and windage knobs were hand tightened with an
expected amount of force.  No tonal changes were experienced during
the testing.  No physical damage occurred.

HHA DS 5500 

Low Illumination High Illumination

Midday Condit ions Evening/Morning Conditions

Low Illumination High Illumination

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .080

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .035

Max: .150
Min: .010

Max: .090
Min: .010

HHA DS-5500

Weight: 10.69 oz 
Inside Diameter of Aperture: 1.510” 
MSRP: $175 (manufacturer) 
Warranty: Lifetime Warranty – HHA guarantees 
sight to be free of defects in material and 
workmanship for the life of the original purchaser 

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES 
� calibrated adjustments 
� micro elevation adjustment 
� micro windage adjustment  
� large amount of elevation 

adjustment
� micro click windage 

adjustment
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Therefore, concentration on all
aspects, functional or not, will help
the consumer gain confidence and
understanding of the quality that a
product embodies. This test focused
on the craftsmanship and work-
manship of the products in the fol-
lowing areas:

•Pin alignment (reference

Figure 2 on page 114)
•Pin alignment after adjusting

elevation approximately 3/16 inch
•Tooling marks, scuffs and/or

paint chips on each component
•Laser etching(s) and/or stick-

er(s) used for reference points
•Axis alignment
•The amount of tools provided

with the sight for adjustments

Vibration Analysis: The objec-
tive of the vibration test is to deter-
mine if a sight maintains its settings
while experiencing constant shock /
vibration for a specified duration.  A
shock/vibration platform is used to
complete the testing, as shown in
Figure 3 on opening page.  The test
is performed to detect movement as
well as changes in sound output
characteristics.  The major compo-
nents such as elevation bracket,
windage bracket and pins are
marked and assessed for movement
at the end of a two minute cycle.
The time-frame, frequency and
amplitude are set up consistently for
each sight and equates to approxi-
mately 6,000 shots.  

Rationale: Sights experience
high amounts of energy after the
arrow is released.  This energy that is
transferred into the sight may be
damped by the riser, but still has the
capability to affect sight compo-
nents.  A sight should be capable of
maintaining desired settings
throughout normal use.

Fiber Durability: The objective
of this test is to measure the strength
of the fiber optic thread.  A motor-
ized test stand and force gauge are
used in this test to measure load at
failure (reference Figure 4 on open-
ing page).  The evaluators also have
noted the depth of the fiber, which is
measured from rear of the aperture
to the exposed fiber, and if aperture
contained cutouts.  The secondary

The G5 Optix LE comes
fully assembled.  The
sight is made of a mag-
nesium alloy and includes
harmonic dampers.  Two
(2) additional fiber
threads and five (5)
rubber washers are pro-
vided with the sight.
Adjustability: Scored
10.43 points
The typical ranges expe-
rienced were:
Maximum: 17.00 points
Minimum: 3.00 points

Craftsmanship/Workmanship:
Scored 18.67 points
The typical ranges experienced
per this evaluation were:
Maximum: 20.00 points
Minimum: 5.00 points 
Fiber Durability: Measurement 3.50 lbs
The typical ranges experienced were:
Maximum: 4.00 lbs   Minimum: .100 lbs
Note:  Fiber depth within aperture measured
from the rear of the sight 0.00”, the aper-
ture has no cutouts.

Fiber Illumination:
Vibration Analysis:
This analysis revealed no movement in windage, elevation or pins.  No
physical damage occurred.

G5 Optix LE

Low Illumination   High Illumination

Low Illumination   High Illumination

Low Illumination   High Illumination

Midday Conditions Evening/Morning Condi tions

Low Illumination   High I llumination

Low Illumination High Illumination

Low Illumination High Illumination

RED FIBER
SCORE: .046

YELLOW FIBER
SCORE: .043

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: 057

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .033

RED FIBER
SCORE: .037

YELLOW FIBER
SCORE: .031

Max: .150
Min: .010

Max: .090 
Min: .010

Max: .160 
Min: .010

Max: .130
Min: .010

Max: .130 
Min: .010

Max: .090
Min: .010

G5 Optix LE

Weight: 6.38 oz 
Inside Diameter of Aperture: 2.125” 
MSRP: $139.99 (manufacturer) 
Warranty: Sight is warranted against defects in 
materials and workmanship to the original owner 

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES 
� magnesium alloy components 
� numerous laser etchings  
� tools provided 
� micro pin adjustment 
� micro windage adjustment  
� 3rd axis adjustable 

Figure 5: Light
emittance setup.
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aspect is performed to allow the
consumer to understand the acces-
sibility of the fiber to branches, etc.   

Rationale: A sight's weakest link
is said to be the fiber optic thread.
The fiber optic's ability to withstand
forces from branches, twigs and
rough terrain is advantageous to an
archer.  A decrease in exposure due

to depth of pin/fiber, fiber thread
contouring to the pin and fewer
aperture cutouts may allow for
reduction in accessibility to these
outside forces. 

Fiber Illumination: The objec-
tive of this test is to measure light
emittance (reference Figure 5).  The

test accounts for lighting levels that
would be experienced in both mid-
day and evening/morning condi-
tions. The test did not take into
consideration artificial light
sources such as LEDs.  

Rationale: The ability for the
fiber optic thread to emit light is a
feature that has gained interest
from today’s archer.  The require-
ment for a high degree of light
emittance is prevalent among
archers, but perceptions may vary
on this feature.  The test was creat-
ed to independently assess each
fiber in different lighting scenarios.

Conclusion
Investigating the attributes and

capabilities of the product that are
found to be compatible with the
consumers' needs is paramount.  A
product's ability to meet a hunter's
requirements with well-made fea-
tures adds value and makes for a
better purchase.  The product offer-
ing’s value and its relationship to
price is many times a major driver

Circle 122 on Response Card

The Spot Hogg Real Deal requires
some assembly.  The threaded rods
which are used for micro adjust-
ments for both windage and eleva-
tion require little force to rotate.
The aperture contains a wire that
can be used as a reference when
aiming and focusing on the target.
The fiber optic thread contours to
the pin with support of a mechani-
cal ring and epoxy.

Adjustability: Scored 8.60
The typical ranges experienced per
this evaluation were:
Maximum: 17.00 points
Minimum: 3.00 points 

Craftsmanship/Workmanship:
Scored 16.00 points
The typical ranges experienced
per this evaluation were:
Maximum: 20.00 points
Minimum: 5.00 points 

Fiber Durability: Measurement .85 lbs
The typical ranges experienced were: 
Maximum: 4.00 lbs   Minimum: .100 lbs
Note:  Fiber depth within aperture measured
from the rear of the sight 0.62”, the aper-
ture has no cutouts.
Fiber Illumination:

Vibration Analysis:
This analysis revealed no movement in windage, elevation or pins.  No
physical damage occurred.

Spot Hogg
Real Deal

Low Illumination    High I llumination

Low Illumination    High I llumination

Low Illumination    High I llumination

Low  I lluminat ion High Illum ination

Low  Illum ination   H igh Illumination

Low  Illum ination   H igh Illumination

RED FIBER
SCORE: .077

YELLOW FIBER
SCORE: .085

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .082

GREEN FIBER
SCORE:  .047

RED FIBER
SCORE: .055

YELLOW FIBER
SCORE: .053

Max: .150
Min: .010

Max: .090
Min: .010

M ax: .160
Min: . 010

Max: .130
Min: . 010

Max: .130
Min: .010

Max: .090
Min: . 010

Spot Hogg Real Deal (wrapped)

Weight: 7.90 oz 
Inside Diameter of Aperture: 1.987” 
MSRP: $183.00 (manufacturer) 
Warranty: Warranty covers all manufacturer defects 
for the lifetime of the product (fibers are excluded) 

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES 
� aiming wire
� micro pin adjustment 
� hefty bracketing 
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in the purchase decision.  Budget
minded archers may decide that
they do not need all of the latest
gadgetry, while other archers may
view these capabilities as “essen-
tial”.  Either way, the amount and
type of features offered by a given

sight can play a vital role in assist-
ing better shooting, but may add to
the expense of the product.  If price
plays a significant role in a pur-
chasing decision, try to compare
the features systematically. A prod-
uct that is well designed and hits on

the key areas (as determined by the
individual archer) can help to cre-
ate a better shooting experience.   

Editor’s Note: We wish to thank
the participating manufacturers.
Please note that because their fiber

The Kingsway Archery Triad
Double Pin Sight comes fully
assembled.  The sight comes with
alternative distance labels.
Additional clips are provided
which holds the position of the
fiber to the mounting bracket.
The aperture is made from a
composite material.

Adjustability: Scored 9.84
points
The typical ranges experienced
per this evaluation were:
Maximum: 17.00 points
Minimum: 3.00 points 

Craftsmanship/Workmanship:
This section was unable to be
evaluated due to sights design
and concept.  The sight invokes a concept that has a relationship simi-
lar to a typical partridge gun sight.  The pins configuration, with a
front and rear aperture, helps the archer to focus in on the rotational
movements that would be noticed in your bubble vial.  The need for a
bubble vial in this particular sight seems to be
unnecessary.  The concept used has been
proven for centuries; use in today’s archery
products has been widely accepted.

Fiber Durability: This section was unable to
be evaluated due to lack of adequate fiber
thread sample. Note:  Fiber depth within aperture measured from the
rear of the sight 0.00”, the aperture has no cutouts.

Fiber Illumination:

Vibration Analysis:
This analysis revealed no movement in windage front or rear.
Movement was experienced with elevation cantilever arm.  The arm
does have a nylock screw that can be tightened to a desired tension,
which allows for the user to control the amount of force required to
reposition the arm.  No physical damage occurred.

Low Illumination  High Illumination

Midday Conditions Evening/Morning Conditions

Low Illumination High Illumination

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .138

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .074

Max: .150
Min: .010

Max: .090
Min: .010

Kingsway Archery Triad Double Pin Sight

Weight: 8.37 oz (mounting bracket not included) 
Inside Diameter of Aperture: 1.955” 
MSRP: $109.95 (manufacturer) 
Warranty: The product is warranted against defects 
in materials and workmanship under a Limited 
Lifetime Warranty from the original date of purchase.  
This warranty does not apply to items subjected to 
misuse or accidental damage, which will be 
determined by the manufacturer

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES 
� tool-less elevation 

adjustment
� micro windage adjustment 
� high degree of fiber optic 

light emittance 

Kingsway
Triad

The Sword Acu-Site Twilight
Hunter comes fully assembled.  The
sight is outfitted with an LED that
has a three (3) stage adjustment.
The sight has .010” fibers available
and an option for Superflauge
camo.

Adjustability: Scored 8.43
The typical ranges per 
this evaluation were:
Maximum: 17.00 points
Minimum: 3.00 points 

Craftsmanship/Workmanship: 
Scored 14.00 points
The typical ranges experienced per
this evaluation were: 
Maximum: 20.00 points
Minimum: 5.00 points 

Vibration Analysis:
This analysis revealed no movement
in windage, elevation or pins.  No
physical damage occurred.  Note:
check the LED cap for tightness.

Fiber Illumination:

Low Illumination    High Illumination

Low Illumination    High Illumination

RED FIBER
SCORE: .033

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .034

Max: .150
Min: .010

Max: .160
Min: .010
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suppliers may change periodi-
cally, your experience with a par-
ticular sight may vary from the
model tested.

Circle 227 on Response Card

WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM

“We hold these truths to be      
self-evident, that not all strings 

are created equal.”

Winner’s Choice uses a unique proprietary 
process that other string companies have 
tried to copy, but none can equal. We have 
set the industry standards for quality, 
customer service and our one year limited 
warranty.  “If you are looking for the world’s 
best bowstring there is only one choice”

The Sure-Loc
Lethal Weapon
requires some
assembly.  The
sight allows for
individual pin or
pin gang adjust-
ment.  An inte-
grated spline
wrench tool is
provided for set
screws located
on the pin. 

Adjustability:
15.44 points
The typical
ranges were:
Maximum: 17.00 points
Minimum: 3.00 points 

Craftsmanship/Workmanship:
Unable to evaluate due to assembly.

Fiber Durability: Measurement
.73 lbs
The typical ranges experienced were: 
Maximum: 4.00 lbs Minimum: .100 lbs
Note:  Fiber depth within aperture measured
from the rear of the sight 0.41”, the aperture
has several cutouts.
Fiber Illumination:

Vibration Analysis:
This analysis revealed no movement in windage, elevation or pins.  No
physical damage occurred.

Low Illumination    High Illumination

Low Illumination    High Illumination

Low Illumination High Illumination

Low Illumination   High Illumination

RED FIBER
SCORE: .065

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .062

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .046

RED FIBER
SCORE: .048

Max: .150
Min: .010

Max: .090
Min: .010

Max: .160
Min: .010

Max: .130
Min: .010

Sureloc Lethal Weapon 2

Weight: 5.61 oz 
Inside Diameter of Aperture: 1.964” 
MSRP: $159.99 (manufacturer) 
Warranty: Archery products (with exception of fiber 
optic pins and scope lenses) are guaranteed against 
defects in both workmanship and materials for two 
years from the date of purchase 

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES 
� integrated spline wrench
� micro windage adjustment 
� micro click windage 

adjustment
� tool-less windage adjustment 
� 2nd and 3rd axis adjustable

Sure-Loc Lethal Weapon 2

Sword Acu-Site
Twilight Hunter

Sword Acu-Site Apex Twilight Hunter

Weight: 7.69 oz (LED included) 
Inside Diameter of Aperture: 1.999” 
MSRP: $94.95 (manufacturer) 
Warranty: Warranty covers all manufacturer defects 
and any instances of failure, exceptions in owners 
negligence 

KEY PRODUCT FEATURES 
� numerous laser etchings 
� calibrated adjustments 
� large amount of windage and 

elevation adjustment 

Fiber Durability: 
Measurement 1.63 lbs
The typical ranges experienced 
per this evaluation were:
Maximum: 4.00 lbs
Minimum: .100 lbs
Note:  Fiber depth within aper-
ture  measured from the rear of
the sight 0.54”, the aperture
has several cutouts.

Low Illumination High Illumination

Low Illumination   High Illumination

GREEN FIBER
SCORE: .019

RED FIBER
SCORE: .021

Max: .090
Min: .010

Max: .130
Min: .010
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